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About this Guide
Purpose of this Guide
The FAST Data Search Dynamic Update Module for DB2 allows a DB2 database to communicate updates to the FAST Data Search Database Connector in real time. This guide
describes the FAST Data Search Dynamic Update Module for DB2 and explains how to:


install the Dynamic Update Module



configure the Dynamic Update Module



integrate the Dynamic Update Module with your FAST Data Search installation



integrate the Dynamic Update Module with your DB2 Database



use the Dynamic Update Module

Note!

For information about other guides included in the FAST Data Search
documentation set refer to Chapter 1 The FAST Data Search Documentation
Set in the FAST Data Search Product Overview Guide.

Audience
This guide provides information for:


System Integrators, Web Developers, and DBAs who need to know how to integrate
Dynamic Update Module for DB2 into existing installations of DB2 and FAST Data
Search..

Conventions
This guide uses the following textual conventions:


Terminal output, contents of plaintext ASCII files will be represented using the
following format:
Answer yes to place the node in the known_hosts file.



Terminal input from operators will be in the same but bold format:
chmod 755 $HOME



Input of some logic meaning, will be enclosed in <> brackets:
setup_<OS>.tar.gz
where <OS> represents a specific operating system that must be entered.

FAST Data Search


URL’s, directory paths, commands and the names of files, tags, and fields in
paragraphs appear in the following format:
The default home directory is the C:\DataSearch directory.



User Interface page/window texts, buttons, and lists appear in the following format:
Click Next and the License Agreement screen is displayed.



x

$FASTSEARCH (UNIX) or %FASTSEARCH% (Windows) refer to an environment
variable set to the directory where FAST Data Search is installed.

Chapter 1
Introduction
About this Chapter
The FAST Data Search Dynamic Update Module for DB2 allows a DB2 database to communicate updates to FAST Data Search in real time. This chapter introduces the FAST
Data Search Dynamic Update Module for DB2 and the environment in which it operates.
It includes these sections:


Component Overview



Product Architecture

FAST Data Search

Component Overview
The Dynamic Update Module for DB2 architecture is based on four software product
components. This section provides a very brief overview of each product and directs you
to the information needed to configure that product. For a description of how the components work together, see Product Architecture on page 4.

FAST Data Search
FAST Data Search is an integrated software application that provides searching and filtering services. It is a distributed system that enables information retrieval in any type of
information, combining real-time searching, real-time filtering, advanced linguistics, and
a variety of content access options into a modular, scalable product suite.




General instructions for configuring FAST Data Search can be found in the product
documentation. See Conventions on page ix.
Specific instructions are provided in the Database Connector documentation (see
below).

FAST Data Search Database Connector
The FAST Data Search Database Connector (also referred to as dbextract) enables the
retrieval of content from commercial relational databases. The content is converted into
structured data that can be processed and indexed.




General instructions for configuring the Database Connector (and FAST Data
Search) can be found in:


Fast Data Search Database Connector Module Guide



Fast Data Search Indexing Database Content and XML

Specific instructions are provided in Chapter 4 Configuring the FAST Data Search
Database Connector

Note!

You must run dbextract once to complete the initial indexing of the base data
before you use the dynamic update process (db2listener).

FAST Data Search Dynamic Update Module for DB2
The FAST Data Search Dynamic Update Module for DB2 (also referred to as db2listener)
monitors database updates, inserts, and deletes in real time and feeds the data to the Data-
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base Connector. This approach allows FAST Data Search to update only content that has
changed and minimizes the load on the database host system.


Complete instructions for the Dynamic Update Module for DB2 can be found in:


Chapter 5 Installing the Dynamic Update Module



Chapter 6 Configuring the Dynamic Update Module



Chapter 7 Using the Dynamic Update Module

IBM DB2 Replication
In DB2 (called DataPropagator on some platforms), replication is a facility for copying
DB2 and/or Informix data from one place to another. The solution includes transformation, joining, and the filtering of data. You can move data between different platforms. You
can distribute data to many different places or consolidate data in one place from many
different places. You can exchange data between systems.
The Dynamic Update Module for DB2 is integrated with DB2's replication scheme. As
long as a replication scheme is set up for the database, the DB2 Content Connector can use
the replication protocol to fetch the database update notifications.




General instructions for configuring the product can be found in the DB2 Version 8
Documentation.
Specific instructions are provided in Chapter 3 Configuring Replication in DB2 8.
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Product Architecture
The sections that follow briefly describe the overall architecture in a “bottom up” order in
order to build on concepts. However, the configuration chapters in this manual are presented in a different order that is required by inter-product data dependencies.

FAST Data Search Database Connector
The FAST Data Search Database Connector enables the retrieval of content from commercial relational databases such as DB2, Oracle, and SQL Server. The content is converted
into structured data that can be processed and indexed by FAST Data Search.
Note!

You must have FAST Data Search and the Database Connector installed and
configured before you can use the Dynamic Update Module for DB2.

The Database Connector integrates with FAST Data Search as shown in Figure 1-1:

Figure 1-1 Database Connector Architecture

The connector submits the extracted data directly to FAST Data Search using the Content
API. This is normally the most efficient method. Alternatively, you can configure it to
store the extracted data as FAST XML files which are then used to feed the content into
Data Search.
4
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IBM DB2 Replication
DB2 Replication consists of two programs: Capture and Apply. These programs communicate with each other only via relational tables, called control tables, as shown in Figure
1-2.

Figure 1-2 DB2 Replication Architecture

There is no direct communication between the Capture and Apply programs. All communication between the programs is via the Control and Change tables in the Control database.
1

Capture monitors the Source database’s transaction logs to pick up changes and stores
them in the Change tables in the Control database.

2

Apply regularly reads the Change tables and updates the Target database.

3

Apply updates the Control tables to let Capture know what changes have been
propagated to the target database.

4

Capture reads the Control tables and cleans up all the entries from the Change tables
that have been handled by Apply. This is called pruning. The reason why Capture
performs the pruning and not Apply is that there can be more than one Apply per
Capture (e.g. you want to replicate the same data to multiple databases).
The Dynamic Update Module for DB2 is actually a special Apply program, as
discussed in FAST Data Search Dynamic Update Module for DB2 on page 6.

Logical Databases and Database Servers
The Source, Control, and Target databases are logical databases; they can all be in one
DB2 database manager instance or distributed across two or three separate database
manager instances.

5
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Note!

DB2 replication components reside on logical servers. The term logical server
refers to a database, not to a server in the client/server sense. Therefore, this
manual refers to these as logical databases.

The Capture program must run on the database server that is hosting the source database
because it reads the transaction logs, which are regular files. The Control database can be
on a different database server because Capture only reads and writes data to/from tables in
this database.
The Apply program can run on any database server that has access to the Control and
Target server. It would normally run on one of them.
Replication is performed on a per-table basis, so there are generally multiple Change and
Control tables within the Control database.
A single instance of db2listener cannot use multiple CONTROL and TARGET servers.
However, there is no limit to the number of db2listeners that can run (with different configurations).
You also need a different dbextract configuration for each database you want to replicate.
There is no limit to the number of dbextract processes you can run. Just make sure each
process uses a different port.

FAST Data Search Dynamic Update Module for DB2
The Dynamic Update Module for DB2 is actually a special Apply program as shown in
Figure 1-3.

6
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Figure 1-3 Dynamic Update Module Architecture

The Dynamic Update Module monitors the change tables. When changes occur, the
Dynamic Update Module informs the Database Connector of the changes. The Database
Connector then performs qualified data extractions from the DB2 database and feeds
FAST Data Search.
The information exchanged between DB2Listener and the Database Connector is of the
form:
update operation, WHERE clause
update operation

I (insert), U (update) or D (delete)

WHERE clause

Specifies how to extract the changed data. For example:
WHERE EMPLOYEE.EMPNO = '000123'

The Dynamic Update Module for DB2 can run on any server that has access to the control
database and the server where the Database Connector is running. Typically, the Dynamic
Update Module for DB2 and the Database Connector run on the same server so that communication between them is fast.

Indexing Multiple DB2 Databases
You can use the Dynamic Update Module to index multiple DB2 databases. The configuration procedures described in this document must be repeated for each database.

7
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Configure a pair of db2listener/dbextract programs for each replicated database. Multiple
instances of dbextract and db2listener can run on the same machine as long as they run in
different locations (directories) with separate configuration files and use different ports for
communicating. For example, one (dbextract, db2listener) pair may use port 6668 while
the other pair uses port 6669.

8

Chapter 2
The DB2 Sample Database
About this Chapter
The instructions in this manual are based on the sample database that is provided as part of
the DB2 software product. The intent is to provide an example that you can adapt to your
own DB2 configuration.
This chapter describes how to get started with the DB2 sample database. It includes:


Creating the Sample Database



Examining the Sample Database

Note!

IBM DB2 UDB 8 must be installed and working before you perform the
procedures in this chapter.

FAST Data Search

Creating the Sample Database
To create the SAMPLE database, use the First Steps application:
Note!

10

If you did not install the First Steps application when you installed DB2, open a
command window and enter db2sampl to create the SAMPLE database.

1

Click Start – Programs – IBM DB2 – Set-up Tools – First Steps.

2

Click Create Sample Databases.

3

Select DB2 UDB sample.

4

Click OK.

5

Click OK.

6

Close the First Steps window.

Dynamic Update Module for DB2 Module Guide - The DB2 Sample Database

Examining the Sample Database
The FAST Data Search index will be based on a join of the tables DEPARTMENT and
EMPLOYEE. There is a one-to-many relationship between these tables: a department
consists of one or more employees. DEPARTMENT.DEPTNO and EMPLOYEE.EMPNO
are used as keys.
To examine the tables:
1

Click Start – Programs – IBM DB2 – General Administration Tools – Control
Center.

2

Expand the tree view down to <hostname>/Instances/DB2/Databases/SAMPLE and
select Tables.

3

Double click DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE. This opens the Alter Table dialog

11
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for each table.

The SELECT statement that extracts data from these tables is a simple equality join:
SELECT EMPLOYEE.EMPNO as empno,
EMPLOYEE.FIRSTNME as firstname,
EMPLOYEE.LASTNAME as lastname,
EMPLOYEE.PHONENO as phone,
EMPLOYEE.HIREDATE as hiredate,
EMPLOYEE.JOB as job,
EMPLOYEE.SEX as sex,
EMPLOYEE.BIRTHDATE as birthdate,
EMPLOYEE.SALARY as salary,
DEPARTMENT.DEPTNO as deptno,
DEPARTMENT.DEPTNAME as deptname,
DEPARTMENT.MGRNO as manager,
DEPARTMENT.LOCATION as location
FROM EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT
WHERE EMPLOYEE.WORKDEPT=DEPARTMENT.DEPTNO and %s

The document ID in FAST Data Search will be EMPLOYEE.EMPNO. Table 2-1 shows
the document and the fields that will be indexed.
12
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Table 2-1 Description of the Document to be Indexed
Document
Field Name

Table

Column

Data Type

empno

EMPLOYEE

EMPNO

string

firstname

EMPLOYEE

FIRSTNME

string

lastname

EMPLOYEE

LASTNAME

string

phone

EMPLOYEE

PHONENO

string

hiredate

EMPLOYEE

HIREDATE

string

job

EMPLOYEE

JOB

string

sex

EMPLOYEE

SEX

string

birthdate

EMPLOYEE

BIRTHDATE

string

salary

EMPLOYEE

SALARY

integer

deptno

DEPARTMENT

DEPTNO

string

deptname

DEPARTMENT

DEPTNAME

string

manager

DEPARTMENT

MGRNO

string

location

DEPARTMENT

LOCATION

string
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Chapter 3
Configuring Replication in DB2 8
About this Chapter
This chapter describes how to set up a DB2 database to communicate updates to the search
engine in real time.
Note!

This document describes only those aspects of DB2 Replication that apply
directly to the task of configuring the SAMPLE database for use with the
Dynamic Update Module for DB2. See the IBM documentation for a complete
description of DB2 Replication.

Note!

This document deals only with replicating tables. Replicating a view in DB2
actually replicates each of the tables that the view refers to. So for the purpose
of indexing, it is the same as replicating each of the tables. The difference is in
where the join is defined. Rather than defining the join in a view, you can define
it the Database Connector configuration file (see Chapter 4 Configuring the
FAST Data Search Database Connector).

Note!

The steps of the procedures and the default parameters shown here vary
slightly depending on whether or not you are performing the configuration for
the first time and/or completing the entire configuration procedure in one
session. In many cases, the parameters specified in the instructions will be
already selected by default.

FAST Data Search

Perform the procedures in this chapter in the following order:
1

Before You Begin

2

Changing the Database Log Parameter

3

Backing Up the Database

4

Adding Referential Integrity

5

6
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a

Add a Primary Key to the DEPARTMENT Table

b

Add a Foreign Key to the EMPLOYEE Table

Creating the CONTROL and TARGET Databases
a

Create the CONTROL Database

b

Create the TARGET Database

Setting Up Replication
a

Create the Capture Control Tables

b

Register the Source Tables

c

Create the Apply Control Tables.

d

Create the Subscription Sets

e

Start the Capture Program

f

Start the Apply Program

g

Stop the Apply Program

h

Verify the Configuration

i

Increase Tablespaces

Dynamic Update Module for DB2 Module Guide - Configuring Replication in DB2 8

Before You Begin
The configuration instructions in this chapter are based on the DB2 sample database that
comes with the DB2 software product. (See Chapter 2 The DB2 Sample Database for
more information.) You must adapt these instructions to your own schema.
If you have a DB2 database with replication already configured, please be aware of the
following:




FAST does not guarantee that the Dynamic Update Module works with any particular
DB2 database.
Your existing replication configuration may require modification in order to use the
Dynamic Update Module.

17
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Changing the Database Log Parameter
To set up replication, you must change the log parameter LOGRETAIN from No to
Recovery.

18

1

Open the DB2 Control Center.

2

Expand the tree view down to <hostname>/Instances/DB2/Databases.

3

Right-click SAMPLE.

4

Choose Configure Parameters….

Dynamic Update Module for DB2 Module Guide - Configuring Replication in DB2 8

5

Select LOGRETAIN.

6

Click the elipsis button (...) to the right of LOGRETAIN.

7

In the popup dialog box, select RECOVERY.

8

Click OK.

9

Click OK.

10 Click Close.

19
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Backing Up the Database
To apply the change to the LOGRETAIN parameter, restart DB2 by performing a database
backup.
1

Return to the DB2 Control Center.

2

Expand the tree view down to <hostname>/Instances/DB2/Databases.

3

Right-click SAMPLE.

4

Choose Backup.

5

Follow the directions in the Backup Wizard.

6

In the Scheduling task execution... dialog, select Run now without saving task
history.

The database is empty and thus does not take long to back up.

20
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Adding Referential Integrity
Add a delete constraint to the SAMPLE database schema to avoid sending inconsistent
data to FAST Data Search for indexing.
There is a one-to-many relationship in the schema: a department consists of one or more
employees. Deleting a non-empty department would leave its remaining employees with a
meaningless department column. Therefore, you must make EMPLOYEE.WORKDEPT a
foreign key into DEPARTMENT.DEPTNO and add a delete constraint on that key. The
procedure requires two steps:
1

Add a Primary Key to the DEPARTMENT Table

2

Add a Foreign Key to the EMPLOYEE Table

About Referential Integrity
The purpose of referential integrity is to ensure consistency within a database, which is a
much broader concern than configuring the Dynamic Update Module for DB2. In the real
world, referential integrity is part of the database design process. The delete constraint
needed in the SAMPLE database would already be defined at this point.
The topic is mentioned in this document for two reasons:




The SAMPLE database as provided with DB2 is an extremely simple design with no
referential integrity.
It is possible that a particular join needed for a real-world dynamic update
configuration identifies a potential inconsistency that has not already been addressed
in the database design. FAST recommends that the appropriate constraints be defined
in your database before proceeding with replication.

Add a Primary Key to the DEPARTMENT Table
1

Open the DB2 Control Center and browse to <hostname>/Instances/DB2/Databases/
SAMPLE/Tables.

21
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2

Double-click the DEPARTMENT table to open the Alter Table dialog.

3

Click the Keys tab.

4

Click Add Primary.
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5

In the Available columns list, select DEPTNO.

6

Click the right-arrow (>) button.

7

Click OK.

8

Click OK.

9

When the success message appears, click Close.

Add a Foreign Key to the EMPLOYEE Table
Adding a foreign key is somewhat similar to adding a primary key.
1

Double-click the EMPLOYEE table to open the Alter Table dialog.

2

Go to the Keys tab.

3

Click Add Foreign.

23
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4

In the Table name drop-down control, select DEPARTMENT.

5

In Primary key field select DEPTNO.

6

In the Available columns list select WORKDEPT.

7

Click the right-arrow (>) button.

8

In the On delete dropdown list, select an action.
Note! Do not select SET NULL.

Valid actions are:

9

24

NO ACTION

You cannot delete a row in DEPARTMENT if there exist one or
more employees that refer to it. You must either delete the
employees or “move them” to another department before deleting
the row.

RESTRICT

Same as NO ACTION except that this constraint will be enforced
before all other constraints.

CASCADE

Deleting a row in DEPARTMENT deletes all employees that
belong to the department.

Click OK.

Dynamic Update Module for DB2 Module Guide - Configuring Replication in DB2 8

10 Click OK.

11 When the success message appears, click Close.

25
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Creating the CONTROL and TARGET Databases
Create two more (logical) databases: CONTROL and TARGET.


CONTROL will be where the CONTROL tables are stored.



TARGET is the database into where the changes are replicated.

The process may take as much as five minutes each.
Note!

The Source, Control, and Target databases are logical databases; they can all
be in one DB2 database instance or distributed across two or three separate
database instances.

Create the CONTROL Database

26

1

In Control Center, right-click <hostname>/Instances/DB2/Databases.

2

Choose Create->Database Using Wizard.
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3

Specify the name of the new database: CONTROL.

4

Click Finish.

5

Click Close.

6

Click No (unless you prefer to tune the database now).

Create the TARGET Database
1

Restart Control Center.

2

Repeat the procedure in Create the CONTROL Database on page 26 naming the new
database TARGET.

3

The Control Center then looks like this:

27
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Setting Up Replication
1

In Control Center, click the Replication Center toolbar button.

2

Both Replication Center and Replication Center Launchpad start up.

Create the Capture Control Tables
1

28

In the Launchpad, click Create the Capture Control Tables.
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2

Select the SAMPLE database.

3

Click OK.

4

In the Create Control Tables dialog, select Host sources for replication and
capture changes to those sources.

5

Click Next.

29
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6

Click Next.

7

Click OK.

8

Click Close.
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9

In the Run Now or Save SQL dialog, select Run Now.

10 Enter the User ID and password.
11 Click OK.
12 Click Close.

31
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Register the Source Tables
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1

In the Replication Center Launchpad, click Register a Source Table.

2

Click Retrieve All.
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3

Select the DEPARTMENT table.

4

Control-click to select the EMPLOYEE table.

5

Click OK.

6

Register the tables as described in the following sections:
a

Register the EMPLOYEE Table

b

Register the DEPARTMENT Table

Register the EMPLOYEE Table
1

On the Definition tab, select the EMPLOYEE table.

2

Click the Deselect All After-Images button.

3

Check the After-Image checkbox for EMPNO (the primary key). Leave all other
boxes unchecked.

4

Set the the Row-capture rule drop-down to Capture changes to all columns.
33
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5

Click the CD Table tab.

6

Write down the Table name. (This will be a configuration parameter to the
db2listener program).

Register the DEPARTMENT Table

34

1

Click the Definition tab.

2

Select the DEPARTMENT table.

3

Click the Deselect All After-Images button.

4

Check the After-Image checkbox for DEPTNO (the primary key). Leave all other
boxes unchecked.

5

Set the the Row-capture rule drop-down to Capture changes to all columns.
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6

Click the CD Table tab.

7

Write down the Table name. (This will be a configuration parameter to the
db2listener program).

8

Click OK.

9

Click Close.

10 In the Run Now or Save SQL dialog, select Run Now.
11 Enter the User ID and password.
12 Click OK.
13 Click Close.

35
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Create the Apply Control Tables.

36

1

In the Replication Center Launchpad, click Create the Apply Control Tables.

2

Choose the CONTROL server.
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3

Click OK.

4

Select the Apply captured changes to target tables radio button.

5

Click Next.

6

Click Next.

7

Click OK.

37
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8

Click Close.

9

Select Run Now.

10 Make sure the user name and password are supplied.
11 Click OK.
12 Click Close.

Create the Subscription Sets
Create subcription sets for the registered tables as described in the following sections:

38

a

Create the Subscription Set for the EMPLOYEE Table

b

Create the Subscription Set for the DEPARTMENT Table
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Create the Subscription Set for the EMPLOYEE Table
1

In the Replication Center Launchpad, click Create a Subscription Set.

39
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2

In Apply control server alias, choose the CONTROL database.

Note! The name parameters you enter in this dialog box are db2listener configuration
parameters. Make note of them.

40

3

In Set name, type SUB_EMPLOYEE .

4

In Apply_qualifier, type FAST.

5

In Capture Control server alias, click the elipsis button (...) and select SAMPLE.

6

In Capture schema, select ASN.

7

In Target server alias, click the elipsis button (...) and select the TARGET database.

8

Check the Activate the subscription set checkbox.

9

Select the Make active indefinitely radio button.
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10 On the Source-to-Target Mapping tab, click the Add… button.

11 Click Retrieve All.
12 Select the EMPLOYEE table.
13 Click OK.
14 Select the newly added row and click the Change… button.
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15 On the Member Properties dialog, click the Target-Table Index tab.

16 Select EMPNO.
17 Click the right-arrow (>) button.
18 Click OK.
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19 Click the Schedule tab.

20 Select Continuously.
21 Click OK.
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22 Click Close.

23 Select Run Now.
24 Make sure the user name and password are supplied.
25 Click OK.
26 Click Close.

Create the Subscription Set for the DEPARTMENT Table
Create another new subscription set named SUB_DEPARTMENT. The procedure is
almost the same as that for SUB_EMPLOYEE. The difference is noted below.
1

In the Replication Center Launchpad, click Create a Subscription Set.

2

In Apply control server alias, choose the CONTROL database.
Note! The name parameters you enter in this dialog box are db2listener configuration
parameters. Make note of them.
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3

In Set name, type SUB_DEPARTMENT .

4

In Apply_qualifier, type FAST.

5

In Capture Control server alias, click the elipsis button (...) and select SAMPLE.

6

In Capture schema, select ASN.

7

In Target server alias, click the elipsis button (...) and select the TARGET database.
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8

Check the Activate the subscription set checkbox.

9

Select the Make active indefinitely radio button.

10 On the Source-to-Target Mapping tab, click the Add… button.
11 Click Retrieve All.
12 Select the DEPARTMENT table.
13 Click OK.
Note! This is where the procedure differs from SUB_EMPLOYEE. Do not click the
Change... button. You do not need to use the Member Properties dialog.

14 Click the Schedule tab.
15 Select Continuously.
16 Click OK.
17 Click Close.
18 Select Run Now.
19 Make sure the user name and password are supplied.
20 Click OK.
21 Click Close.
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Start the Capture Program
1

46

In the Replication Center Launchpad, click Start the Capture Program.
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2

In Apply control server alias, click the elipsis button (...).

3

Select the SAMPLE server.

4

Click OK.

5

Click OK.
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6

Select Run Now.

7

Make sure the user name and password are supplied.

8

Click OK.

9

Click Close.

10 To verify that the capture program is working, go to task manager and look for a
process called asncap.exe.

Start the Apply Program
This step is necessary because the Apply program initializes the Capture program by
setting certain flags in the control tables.
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1

In the Replication Center Launchpad, click Start the Apply Program.
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2

In Apply control server alias, click the elipsis button (...).

3

Select the CONTROL server.

4

In Apply qualifier, select FAST from the drop-down menu.

5

Click OK.
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6

Select Run Now.

7

Make sure the user name and password are supplied.

8

Click OK.

9

Click Close.

Stop the Apply Program
You must stop the predefined Apply program so that it can be replaced with db2listener,
which is also an Apply program.
1

Close the Replication Center Launchpad.

2

In Replication Center, expand Operations.

3

Expand Apply Control Servers.

4

Expand CONTROL.

5

Select Apply Qualifiers.

6

Right-click FAST.

7

In the popup menu, select Stop Apply.
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8

Select the System name in the drop-down menu.

9

The type of platform upon which Apply is running appears in the Operating system
field. If you are stopping an Apply program on an iSeries server, select one of the
following radio buttons under Stop process:




Controlled end of Apply ends the Apply program after the current Apply cycle
ends.
Immediate end of Apply ends the Apply program immediately.

10 Click OK.
11 Select Run Now.

12 Make sure the user name and password are supplied.
13 Click OK.
14 Click Close.

Verify the Configuration
If we look in the TARGET database, there should be two new tables: TGEMPLOYEE and
TGDEPARTMENT, both containing one column, namely the primary key column.
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1

In Replication Center, expand Replication Definitions.

2

Expand Apply Control Servers.

3

Expand CONTROL.
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4

Select Dependent Targets.

5

If the TGDEPARTMENT and TGEMPLOYEE tables exist, replication has been set
up successfully.

Increase Tablespaces
After setting up replication, increase the sizes of all Table Spaces that correspond to the
DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE tables. This prevents the Capture program from failing
after a large number of updates.
1

Open the DB2 Control Center.

2

Expand the tree view down to <hostname>/Instances/DB2/Databases/SAMPLE.
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3

Double-click TSCDDEPARTMENT.

4

In the Alter Tablespace dialog, click the Containers tab.

5

Select the container (there is only one by default).
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6

Click Change...

7

In the Change Container Size dialog, set the container size to 900MB.
Note! 900MB is only a suggestion. A test run showed that it can contain more than
25,000 updates.

8

Click OK.

9

Click OK.

10 Repeat the procedure for:
a

TSCDEMPLOYEE in the SAMPLE database

b

TSTGDEPARTMENT and TSTGEMPLOYEE in the TARGET database
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Removing Replication
To remove your DB2 replication configuration, undo your configuration work in the
reverse order from how you performed it.
In the DB2 Replication Center:
1

Expand Operations > Apply Control Servers.

2

Stop the Apply Program.

3

Expand Operations > Capture Control Servers.

4

Stop the Capture Program.

5

Expand Replication Definitions > Capture Control Servers.

6

Drop the SAMPLE server.

7

Expand Replication Definitions > Apply Control Servers.

8

Drop the CONTROL server.

In the DB2 Control Center:
1

Drop the CONTROL database.

2

Drop the TARGET database.

3

In the SAMPLE database:
a

Drop the CDEMPLOYEE table.

b

Drop the CDDEPARTMENT table.

The remaining steps are optional:
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4

Remove the foreign key from the EMPLOYEE table.

5

Remove the primary key from the DEPARTMENT table.

6

Change the Database Log Parameter back to the default.

Chapter 4
Configuring the FAST Data Search Database
Connector
About this Chapter
This chapter describes how to configure the FAST Data Search Database Connector to
work with the Dynamic Update Module for DB2. It includes:


Installing and Configuring the Database Connector



Adding New Parameters



Removing Old Parameters
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Installing and Configuring the Database
Connector
Note!

1

If you have not yet installed and configured the Database Connector for your DB2
database, do so now. General instructions for configuring the Database Connector
(and FAST Data Search) can be found in:


Fast Data Search Database Connector Module Guide



Fast Data Search Indexing Database Content and XML

Note!

2
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FAST Data Search and DB2 must be installed and working before you
configure the Database Connector.

Use uppercase configuration parameters when specifying column names (such
as IdKey). DB2 returns the columns in uppercase even if you specify them as
lowercase in the SELECT statement.

When you have completed the general configuration of the Database Connector, carry
out the instructions in the sections that follow.
a

Adding New Parameters

b

Removing Old Parameters
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Adding New Parameters
You must add three new parameters to the configuration file for dbextract in order for
db2listener to work. You can copy and paste these parameters from the sample configuration file (see Appendix B Database Connector (dbextract) Configuration File).
Parameter

Description

BindPort

The port that dbextract will listen on.
Example:
<![CDATA[6668]]>

SqlDynamicString

SELECT command used to retrieve a
specific update (see below).

TableSchema

Specifies a different table schema
than the default (username).

TimeStampFormat

Specifies the format of date and
timestamp data. (see below)

SqlDynamicString
SqlDynamicString is a dynamic SQL SELECT statement used to retrieve a specific
update. The %s element is a parameter marker for a value provided by db2listener. For
example:
SELECT EMPLOYEE.EMPNO as empno,
EMPLOYEE.FIRSTNME as firstname,
EMPLOYEE.LASTNAME as lastname,
EMPLOYEE.PHONENO as phone,
EMPLOYEE.HIREDATE as hiredate,
EMPLOYEE.JOB as job,
EMPLOYEE.SEX as sex,
EMPLOYEE.BIRTHDATE as birthdate,
EMPLOYEE.SALARY as salary,
DEPARTMENT.DEPTNO as deptno,
DEPARTMENT.DEPTNAME as deptname,
DEPARTMENT.MGRNO as manager,
DEPARTMENT.LOCATION as location
FROM EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT
WHERE EMPLOYEE.WORKDEPT=DEPARTMENT.DEPTNO and %s

Note!

The statement specified in SqlDynamicString cannot use table aliases.
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SQL does not allow using the original table name after having defined an alias for it. For
example, the following SELECT statement is invalid because the table EMPLOYEE in
the WHERE-clause is undefined:
SELECT *
FROM EMPLOYEE E
WHERE EMPLOYEE.EMPNO='000001'

TimeStampFormat
TimeStampFormat fixes a problem in dbextract. In builds prior to build 3.5.1, dates and
timestamps before 1970 were converted to negative numbers.
There are now three different ways to handle dates and timestamps. The parameter TimeStampFormat applies to all columns of type TIMESTAMP/DATE. It can have the following
values:
epoch

The number of seconds since 1970.

days

The YYYYMMDD format for the day part of the date/
timestamp (default)
Example: 19561112

iso

The ISO-8601 standard for dates.
Example: 2003-12-12T12:34:12

Example:
<parameter name="TimeStampFormat">
<![CDATA[iso]]>
</parameter>
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Removing Old Parameters
The Database Connector must be installed and have run once before you can use the
Dynamic Update Module for DB2. When you start dbextract, it first performs an initial
indexing of the contents of the database by executing the SELECT statement provided in
the configuration file parameter SqlString.
SqlString

The SQL statement used for retrieving data.
Examples:
sql=select * from employee order by empno
sql=select empno, lastname, firstname

When it has performed the initial indexing, it goes into an incremental mode listening to
the port specified with the parameter BindPort (see Adding New Parameters on page 59.)
Performing an initial indexing every time dbextract starts might take a long time if the
database is large. To turn off initial indexing, comment out the configuration parameter
SqlString from the dbextract configuration file. dbextract then enters incremental server
mode directly at startup.
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Chapter 5
Installing the Dynamic Update Module
About this Chapter
This chapter describes how to install the Dynamic Update Module for DB2. It includes:


Software Requirements



License File Information



Unpacking and Installing the Dynamic Update Module for DB2 on Unix Platforms



Unpacking and Installing the Dynamic Update Module for DB2 on Windows
Platforms

FAST Data Search

Software Requirements
The software requirements for the Dynamic Update Module for DB2 include:
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An installation of FAST Data Search, not necessarily on the machine where the
Database Connector is installed.
An installation of the Database Connector. The process (dbExtract) can run on any
server that has access to the source database and FAST Data Search.
A full version of the DB2 database client on the machine where the Database
Connector is used.
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License File Information
Include the FlexLM license key for the Dynamic Update Module for DB2 in the license
file for FAST Data Search or the Database Connector. Otherwise you will be asked for it
when running the Dynamic Update Module for DB2.
If necessary, you can use a license file that points to a remote license manager:
SERVER <host of license server> ANY
VENDOR FASTSRCH
USE_SERVER
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Unpacking and Installing the Dynamic Update
Module for DB2 on Unix Platforms
To unpack and install the Dynamic Update Module for DB2 on Unix platforms, perform
the following procedure:
1

Copy the file db2connector-<version>-<platform>.tgz (or .tar.gz) from the
installation disk to a hard drive.
<version> identifies the version of db2connector to be installed.
<platform> identifies the type of Unix platform on which you want to install the
module.

2

Uncompress the installation file:
gzip -d db2connector-<version>-<platform>.tgz

or
gzip -d db2connector-<version>-<platform>.tar.gz

3

Extract the uncompressed tar file. The extraction creates the folder db2connector<version>-<platform>.
tar -xvf db2connector-<version>-<platform>.tar

This distribution contains the following folders:
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doc

Documentation for the DB2 incremental connector.

bin

The actual db2listener program. dbextract has also been included for convenience

etc

Example configurations for db2listener and dbextract
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Unpacking and Installing the Dynamic Update
Module for DB2 on Windows Platforms
To unpack and install the Dynamic Update Module for DB2 on Windows platforms,
perform the following procedure:
1

Copy the file db2connector-<version>-win.zip from the installation disk to a hard
drive.
<version> identifies the version of db2connector to be installed.

2

Unzip the file. The extraction creates the folder db2connector-<version>-win.

This distribution contains the following folders:
doc

Documentation for the DB2 incremental connector.

bin

The actual db2listener program. dbextract has also been included for convenience

etc

Example configurations for db2listener and dbextract
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Chapter 6
Configuring the Dynamic Update Module
About this Chapter
This chapter describes how to configure the Dynamic Update Module for DB2. It
includes:


Dynamic Update Module Configuration File



Logging Configuration File
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Dynamic Update Module Configuration File
The Dynamic Update Module (db2listener) is configured through an XML file containing
configuration parameters. You specify the name of this file when you start the Dynamic
Update Module, as described in Chapter 7 Using the Dynamic Update Module. The
command line option for providing the configuration file is:
-f <configuration file>

Table 6-1 db2listener Configuration Parameters
Parameter Name

Command
Line Option

Example

Description

DbExtract
ServerHost

localhost

The name of the server where
dbextract (the Database Connector) is running. Specifying the
IP address in dotted quad format
(e.g. 192.167.24.34) is not guaranteed to be resolved on Windows. Use the hostname or fully
qualified domain name (FQDN)
where possible.

DbExtract
ServerPort

6668

The port that dbextract listens to

jupiter.typicorp.com

Verbosity

-v <num>

5

Sets the verbosity of db2listener.
0 = nothing, 8 = everything

LogConfig

-L <config>

Logconfig.xml:debug

Predefined log configuration
XML file.

NetworkLogDest

-N <logdest>

localhost:5678

Sends logs to the specified host
and port

LoopIndefinately

-l

True

Forces db2listener to loop until
interrupted.

Synchronization
Interval

10

Number of seconds to sleep
between loop iterations

FailRetries

100

Number of times to try to reconnect to dbextract before terminating. With a synchronization
Interval of 10, 100 retries would
take 1000 seconds (16 minutes).
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Table 6-1 db2listener Configuration Parameters
Parameter Name

Command
Line Option

Example

Description

Db2Version

8

Version of DB2 database. Must
be 8.

DataSourceName

SAMPLE

DB2 database alias.

UserName

db2admin

DB2 username.

Password

Mypasswd

DB2 password.

Replication
Schema

ASN

Also called Capture Schema.
See Create the Subscription Sets
on page 38.

ApplyQualifier

FAST

Apply identifier. See Create the
Subscription Sets on page 38.

SourceTable0

EMPLOYEE

The name of the first source
table to replicate See Register
the Source Tables on page 32.

TableSchema0

DB2ADMIN

Specifies a different table
schema than the default (username).

ChangeTable0

CDEMPLOYEE

The name of the first change
table (see Register the Source
Tables on page 32).

SubscriptionSet0

SUB_EMPLOYEE

The name of the first subscription set (see Create the Subscription Sets on page 38)

TargetServer0

TARGET

The name of the target server of
the first subscription set

IdKey0

EMPNO

The name of the primary key
column for the first table. If the
primary key comprises more
than one column, you put a join
operation on the columns in this
field (e.g. EMPNO||DEPTNO,
which concatenates them)
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Table 6-1 db2listener Configuration Parameters
Parameter Name
Operations0

Command
Line Option

Example

Description

UDI

Specifies what operations
should be registered on this
table. U=Updates, I=Inserts,
D=Deletes. Simply a string containing those updates you want
(default is U)

Note!

<name>0... The five configuration parameters that are needed for each table
that is replicated are post-fixed with a number (starting with 0). With this
approach, you can specify any number of tables.

Note!

Use uppercase configuration parameters when specifying column names (such
as IdKey). DB2 returns the columns in uppercase even if you specify them as
lowercase in the SELECT statement.

Appendix C Dynamic Update Module for DB2 (db2listener) Configuration File contains a
sample configuration file.
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Logging Configuration File
The logging configuration file specifies combinations of messages types and destinations
for messages generated at run time. The name of the logging configuration file is specified
in the -L filename:configname command line option in the main configuration file. For
example:
C:\db2listener\bin\db2listener...
-L <path to the logging.xml file>\logging.xml:db2listener

A logging configuration file can contain multiple logging configurations. The configname
is the name of a logging configuration <logConfig> defined in the file.

Logging Configuration Example
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE logConfigs SYSTEM "http://www.fast.no/logConfig1_2.dtd">
<logConfigs>
<logConfig name="db2listener">
<!-- Log these message types to stdout -->
<stdout>
<messageType name="INFO"/>
<messageType name="WARNING"/>
<messageType name="PROGRESS"/>
</stdout>
<!-- Log these to stderr -->
<stderr>
<messageType name="ERROR"/>
<messageType name="FATAL"/>
</stderr>
<!-- This log file will receive all log messages -->
<file name="db2listener.log">
<messageType name="ALL"/>
</file>
<email smtpHost="mailoslo.fast.no" toAdr="someone@fast.no"
fromAdr="someone@fast.no">
<messageType name="FATAL"/>
</email>
</logConfig>
</logConfigs>
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Chapter 7
Using the Dynamic Update Module
About this Chapter
This chapter provides procedural information for using the Dynamic Update Module for
DB2. It includes:


Running the Dynamic Update Module for DB2



db2listener Command Line Options



Verifying the Configuration
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Running the Dynamic Update Module for DB2
Note!

Complete the initial indexing of the base data before starting the dynamic
update process (db2listener). See Removing Old Parameters on page 61.

When you start db2listener, it connects to dbextract and DB2 and starts monitoring the
change tables. Whenever there are any changes, these are sent to dbextract which then performs a qualified SELECT statement (using the SELECT statement in configuration
parameter SqlDynamicString).
If you start db2listener with the -l option (or set the configuration parameter LoopIndefinitely to true), it loops and sleeps for the number of seconds specified by the configuration
parameter SynchronizationInterval and then polls the change tables. If you don't use the -l
option, db2listener only checks the change tables once and (after updating dbextract) then
terminates.
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db2listener Command Line Options
The Dynamic Update Module for DB2 is run by executing the db2listener program from
the system console.
Note!

Start dbextract before you start db2listener.

The command line syntax for running db2listener from a command line interpreter (shell)
is:
db2listener <-f configuration file>
[-h]
[-l]
[-L <log config>]
[-M <module name>
[-N <network log destination>]
[-D <dbextract server host>]
[-P <dbextract server port>]
[-v <verbosity>]

Note!

On Linux: if the current directory is <db2listener_install_folder>/bin use this
command exactly as shown: ./db2listener

The following table lists the command line options for using db2listener.
Option

Description

-f

Specifies the configuration file to use. This parameter is required.

-h

Displays a help file.

-l

Enables endless looping. If not set, the program only performs a batch synchronization
and returns.

-L

Specifies a log configuration to use as filename:configname. The configname is the
name of a logging configuration defined in the specified file, as described in Logging
Configuration File on page 73.

-M

Specifies the application module name used for logging.
Use the default unless you are using several db2listener configurations, and want to be
able to filter out only the messages pertaining to a particular instance.
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-N

Address of the FAST Data Search Log Lerver to receive the log files in the form hostname:portnumber.
hostname is the fully qualified host name of the Log Server.
portnumber is the base port number + 3010. The default base port for the FAST Data

Search installation is13000.
Example:
dsnode.boston.fast.no:16010

-D

Specifies the host the dbextract server is on

-P

Specifies the port the dbextract server is on

-v

Specifies the verbosity of the application (0=nothing, 8=everything). Default is 5
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Verifying the Configuration
Try performing various updates on the database:



Insert an employee (should be detected and updated)
Insert a department (should not be detected and updated because dbextract is
configured with Operations=U)



Update an employee (should be detected and updated)



Update a department (should be detected and generate many updates)



Delete an employee (should be detected and updated)



Delete a department (should not be detected and updated because dbextract is
configured with Operations=U unless the delete constraint is set to CASCADE)
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Appendix A
Sample Index Profile File
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE index-profile SYSTEM "index-profile-2.0.dtd">
<index-profile name="db2example">
<field-list>
<!-- Text fields -->
<field name="empno" sort="yes" element-name="EMPNO"/>
<field name="firstname" sort="yes" element-name="FIRSTNAME"/>
<field name="lastname" sort="yes" element-name="LASTNAME"/>
<field name="phone" element-name="PHONE"/>
<field name="hiredate" sort="yes" element-name="HIREDATE"/>
<field name="job" sort="yes" element-name="JOB"/>
<field name="sex" sort="yes" element-name="SEX"/>
<field name="birthdate" sort="yes" element-name="BIRTHDATE"/>
<field name="deptno" sort="yes" element-name="DEPTNO"/>
<field name="deptname" sort="yes" element-name="DEPTNAME"/>
<field name="manager" sort="yes" element-name="MANAGER"/>
<field name="location" sort="yes" element-name="LOCATION"/>
<!-- Non-text fields -->
<field name="salary" type="integer" sort="yes" decimal-precision="2"
element-name="SALARY"/>
</field-list>
<composite-field name="content" rank="yes" default="yes"
<field-ref name="firstname" />
<field-ref name="lastname"/>
<field-ref name="job" />
<field-ref name="deptname" />
<field-ref name="location" />

lemmas="yes">

<weight-list name="default" and-boost="0" or-boost="5000" rankboost="5000" phrase-boost="5000" >
<field-weight field-ref="firstname" value="50000"/>
<field-weight field-ref="lastname" value="50000"/>
<field-weight field-ref="job"
value="40000"/>
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<field-weight field-ref="deptname"
<field-weight field-ref="location"
</weight-list>
</composite-field>

value="40000"/>
value="30000"/>

<result-specification>
<!-- Remove duplicates for results with equal empnos -->
<result-filter name="duplicateremover" type="duplicate">
<field-ref name="empno"/>
</result-filter>
<clustering size="10"
threshold="0.30"/>
</result-specification>
</index-profile>
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Appendix B
Database Connector (dbextract) Configuration
File
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE AccessorConfig SYSTEM "AccessorConfig-1.0.dtd">
<AccessorConfig>
<Accessor id="dbextract">
<parameter name="FDSConfigHost">
<![CDATA[DataSearchHostname.domain]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="FDSConfigPort">
<![CDATA[16005]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="FDSCollection">
<![CDATA[CollectionName]]>
</parameter>
<!-- This parameter specifies whether FastXML files should be
generated. If omitted, or not set to "true", no FastXML files will
be generated.-->
<parameter name="DoFastXML">
<![CDATA[false]]>
</parameter>
<!-- The directory where files will be generated. The files are
FastXML files (with names of the format dbout_XXXXXXXXX.xml), and
(optionally) a "Changes" database file specified by the
"ChangesDB" parameter (q.v.) -->
<parameter name="OutputDataDir">
<![CDATA[output]]>
</parameter>
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<!-- The name of the "Changes" DB. If set, enables a mechanism for
detecting which records have been added/modified or deleted. This
reduces the load on the DataSearch installation, and also enables
the extractor to detect deleted documents. Note: The ChangesDB
file must be preserved across extractor runs! -->
<parameter name="ChangesDB">
<![CDATA[]]>
</parameter>
<!-- Indicates a file that specifies renaming of
result columns, and optionally how data should be formatted. -->
<parameter name="FieldInfo">
<![CDATA[]]>
</parameter>
<!-- The name of the data source. This is database-specific. It does
not contain any user/password information. -->
<parameter name="DataSourceName">
<![CDATA[bosample]]>
</parameter>
<!-- The username to be used for the extract. -->
<parameter name="UserName">
<![CDATA[DBUser]]>
</parameter>
<!-- The passord for the extraction user id. -->
<parameter name="Passwd">
<![CDATA[Password]]>
</parameter>
<!-- The native encoding used inn the database. -->
<parameter name="DataEncoding">
<![CDATA[iso-8859-1]]>
</parameter>
<!-- The type of database to extract from. Case sensitive. Examples:
Oracle, DB2, SQLServer -->
<parameter name="DbType">
<![CDATA[DB2]]>
</parameter>
<!-- The result set column that contains the "key" for the extraction.
Note: case-sensitive; must match what the database returns.-->
<parameter name="Idkey">
<![CDATA[EMPNO]]>
</parameter>
<!-- Prefix string to be combined with data from the "IdKey" column in
order to yield a (generated) uri (id) for each record. -->
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<parameter name="Uriprefix">
<![CDATA[http://DB2 server name.domain/cgi-bin/
dbgw?db=testdb&table=testtable&record=]]>
</parameter>
<!-- Suffix string to be used in conjunction with "Uriprefix". -->
<parameter name="Uripostfix">
<![CDATA[&view=view_resource]]>
</parameter>
<!-- The SQL select statement for the extraction. -->
<parameter name="SqlString">
<![CDATA[SELECT E.EMPNO as empno, E.FIRSTNME as firstname,
E.LASTNAME as lastname, E.PHONENO as phone, E.HIREDA
TE as hiredate, e.JOB as job, E.SEX as sex, E.BIRTHDATE as birthdate,
E.SALARY as salary, D.DEPTNO as deptno, D.DEPTN
AME as deptname, D.MGRNO as manager, D.LOCATION as location FROM
ADMINISTRATOR.EMPLOYEE E, ADMINISTRATOR.DEPARTMENT D
WHERE E.WORKDEPT=D.DEPTNO]]>
</parameter>

<!-- The port that dbextract will listen on.
This must match the one in db2listener config -->
<parameter name="BindPort">
<![CDATA[6668]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="SqlDynamicString">
<![CDATA[SELECT EMPLOYEE.EMPNO as empno, EMPLOYEE.FIRSTNME as
firstname, EMPLOYEE.LASTNAME as lastname, EMPLOYE
E.PHONENO as phone, EMPLOYEE.HIREDATE as hiredate, EMPLOYEE.JOB as job,
EMPLOYEE.SEX as sex, EMPLOYEE.BIRTHDATE as bi
rthdate, EMPLOYEE.SALARY as salary, DEPARTMENT.DEPTNO as deptno,
DEPARTMENT.DEPTNAME as deptname, DEPARTMENT.MGRNO as
manager, DEPARTMENT.LOCATION as location FROM EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT WHERE
EMPLOYEE.WORKDEPT=DEPARTMENT.DEPTNO and %s]
]>
</parameter>
</Accessor>
</AccessorConfig>
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Appendix C
Dynamic Update Module for DB2 (db2listener)
Configuration File
<?xml version="1.0"?> <!DOCTYPE AccessorConfig>
<AccessorConfig>
<Accessor id="db2listener">
<parameter name="DbExtractServerHost">
<![CDATA[DB2 Server Name]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="DbExtractServerPort">
<![CDATA[6668]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="Verbosity">
<![CDATA[5]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="LogConfig">
<![CDATA[]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="NetworkLogDest">
<![CDATA[]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="LoopIndefinitely">
<![CDATA[1]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="SynchronizationInterval">
<![CDATA[2]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="FailRetries">
<![CDATA[100]]>
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</parameter>
<parameter name="Db2Version">
<![CDATA[8.1]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="DataSourceName">
<![CDATA[bosample]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="UserName">
<![CDATA[DB-owner]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="Password">
<![CDATA[password]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="ReplicationSchema">
<![CDATA[ASN]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="ApplyQualifier">
<![CDATA[FAST]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="SourceTable0">
<![CDATA[EMPLOYEE]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="TableSchema0">
<![CDATA[ADMINISTRATOR]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="ChangeTable0">
<![CDATA[CDEMPLOYEE]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="SubscriptionSet0">
<![CDATA[SUB_EMPLOYEE]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="TargetServer0">
<![CDATA[TARGET]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="IdKey0">
<![CDATA[EMPNO]]>
</parameter>
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<parameter name="Operations0">
<![CDATA[UDI]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="SourceTable1">
<![CDATA[DEPARTMENT]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="TableSchema1">
<![CDATA[ADMINISTRATOR]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="ChangeTable1">
<![CDATA[CDDEPARTMENT]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="SubscriptionSet1">
<![CDATA[SUB_DEPARTMENT]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="TargetServer1">
<![CDATA[TARGET]]>
</parameter>
<parameter name="IdKey1">
<![CDATA[DEPTNO]]>
</parameter>
</Accessor>
</AccessorConfig>
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